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Coherence & Cohesion
This is a vital feature of writing – manage this effectively and your readers task becomes much
easier – that would be a sign of excellent coherence & cohesion.
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Coherence

The key to effective coherence is planning – spending a few minutes planning your IELTS
writing highly recommended. Consider this example of organising ideas:

Paragraphs give structure to a piece of writing. Express one idea or set of ideas in each paragraph. Sum that theme in
the first sentence of each paragraph – these become topic sentences. The remainder of the paragraph can be supporting
explanations, evidence, or examples. A simple recipe for effective paragraphs – I-E-E (idea, explain, examples).

Examples of Cohesive Devices
Connect Paragraphs & S entences
with Linking Words

WORD

Don’t over-use linking words or phrases or use
inappropriately – this could become confusing
or irritating for the reader. Also don’t always
use linking words at the beginning of sentences
– show more variety.

Adding similar ideas

“in addition…”, “another reason is...”, “equally…”

Contrasting ideas

“in contrast…”, “on the other hand…”, “on the contrary…” “although…”

Giving examples or evidence

“for example…”, “for instance…”, “to illustrate this…”

Explaining results

“as a result…”, “for this reason…”, “consequently…”

Sequencing

“firstly…”, “secondly…”, “next…”, “to begin with…”

Providing explanations

“owing to…”, “because of…”, “due to…”

Drawing conclusions

“in conclusion…”, “to sum up…”,

Introducing your opinion

“in my opinion…”, “to my mind…”, “it seems to me that …”

Alternative Methods of Cohesion
Cohesion does not only come from linking devices, there are other methods of creating cohesion:

Improving your Coherence & Cohesion

As you practice writing essays, review your writing and circle
the different linking devices you used. Then think about how
you could use different words to avoid repetition.

Additional Resources...

Task Achievement, Lexical R esource and
Grammatical R ange and Accuracy.
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